NOT MUCH TIME LEFT FOLKS!!

By the time this comes to you, time will be short for final arrangements for Convention!! Delegates, you need to get “signed in”. A Great Program! Great Recovery! Plan NOW to be there!!!! Check out page 11 for details...

By all means, do get on board for the 13th Annual SAA Convention! Not only will you get some special benefits, you can pass on some of your own experience, strength and hope to others. If you’ve been there before, old friends will enjoy seeing you, and hearing you tell of “how it’s improved” over the years. If you’ve never been to a Convention before, you’ll meet new friends that will be happy to hear of your work in the program.

Go, and bring it home too!

+++++++++++++++

IDEA FOR CONSIDERATION

On page 4 at the top, Chris C. expounds on an idea for a regular column in the PBR having to do with “SPONSORSHIP”. The PBR has received a little feed back about the idea and it’s been affirming. We’d like to get your input as well. How about a note from you about it? AND, while you’re at it, send a little article about YOUR experiences, either as a SPONSOR, or as a SPONSEE. Or BOTH!!! We look to hear from you on this important tool of recovery!!

PERMISSION IS GRANTED TO COPY THE PLAIN BROWN RAPPER AND PASS IT ON TO OTHERS WHO MAY STILL BE SUFFERING FROM SEXUAL ADDICTION. SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE FREE.

DONATIONS ARE GRATEFULLY ACCEPTED.

We need WHAT?? WHO Needs WHAT? No, we do not need WHAT, we need articles, letters, poetry, notices of coming events. And WHO is this WE? Ya, the PBR, ya know? Send stuff, ya know....